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I. INTRODUCTION
A. General Description
The Fast Response Solar Array Simulator (FRSAS) is a universal
solar array simulator which features an AC response identical
to that of a real array over a large range of DC operating points.
In addition, short circuit current (I$c) and open circuit voltage (V«c\
are digitally programmable over a wide range for use not only in sim-
ulating a wide range of array sizes, but also to simulate Isc and VQG
variations with illumination and temperature. A means for simulation
of current variations due to spinning is available. Provisions foe
remote control and monitoring, automatic failure sensing and warning,
and a load simulator are also included,
B. Specification
.,0 Range
1.1 Current
1,1.1 lsc shall be adjustable from O.T to 20 amps.
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1.1.2 Variation of I as a function of temperature, sun angle and illu-
mination shall be accomplished by variation of digitally pro-
grammed resistors (see paragraph 2.3).
1.1.3 Variation of I due to spinning shall be sine, triangular and
square wave with an amplitude of no greater than +20% of I
and not to exceed I$c setting and a frequency range of 0.01
Hz to 100 Hz. The frequency and wave shape will be set man-
ually and the amplitude will be varied by digitally program-
mable resistors.
1.2 Voltage
1.2.1 VQC shall be adjustable from 10 to 100 volts.
1.2.2 An initial main power supply setting shall be made manually
to set the nominal VQC for the simulation. This setting shall
be 10 volts above the maximum VQC of the simulation program-
med voltage set.
1.2.3 Variation of V as a function of temperature shall be accomplished
by variation of a digitally programmable resistor (see paragraph
2.3).
1.2.4 The unit shall contain all necessary considerations (wiring,
connectors, documentation, console layouts, etc.) to simulate
up to a 5 kw (cold temperature) with the addition of appropriate
modules and consoles.
1.3 Power
1.3.1 Maximum power output shall be 750 watts with VQC = 100 volts,
I$C = 10 amps at one extreme and with VQC =' 50 volts, 1$£ = 20
amps at the other.
1.3.2 Minimum prtwer at the maximum power point shall be 7.2 watts.
1.3.3 The locus of points shall be within the curve of Figure 1.
1.4 Impedance. The output impedance, a function of operating point
and defined as the impedance seen on the simulator side of the
compensation capacitance, shall be the reflected cell impedance,
-(Ns/nB) Zd, with the acceptable error limits as specified in
Tabled.
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TABLE 1
Vo/Voc
>0.6
0.25-*0.6
<0.26
Frequency !
i
DC to 200kHz ]1
3 kHz to 200 kHz 1
j
DC to 3kHz '
i
1
3 kHz to 200 kHz I
I
DC to 3kHz
db Error Limits
+3
-3
0
. -12
0
-16
. 0
-16
-
Zos/(n,/np)Zd
1.4
0.7
1
0.26
*
1
0.17
1
0.17
0.17
NOTE: a) When on internal load the compensation capacitance is in-
cluded automatically.
b). When on external load the compensation capacitance shall be
requried as part of the load and it should have a value of
not less than (np/3) 0.05raf. It is further required that this
capacitance be physically located within the FRSAS console.
1.5 Environmental
1.5.1 The FRSAS should operate in a room envoronment of 60 to 80°F.
Internal blowers should be provided where necessary to main-
tain semiconductors within their ratings.
1.5.2 The FRSAS should operate in a room environment of 0% to 90%
humidity.
2.0
2J
INPUT
Power
2,1,1 208 volts + 10 volts 60 Hz three phase
2,2 Connections
2.2.1 AC Input will be on rear panel of cabinet. The panel should
also contain breakers and ac routine connections to allequip-
ment. The front panel can be utilized for breakers if AC ac-
cess is deemed a safety condideration.
2.2.2 All connections from other cabinets and inputs from devices
controlling the FRSAS should be through the panels on the rear
of the cabinets
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FIGURE 2. Typical Programmer and Main Controller
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2.2.3 All grounding should be documented and consideration should be
given to ac input ground, dc output ground and control system
ground.
2.3 Internal Oontro 1
2.3.1 Initial settings shall be made manually at a control panel on
the console.
2.3.2 See Figure 2 for a typical internal control block diagram. The
following items should be given consideration:
(a) Execute commands
(b) Control logic for internal programming sources
(cj Transient suppression during change over from one settinci
to another.
3.0 OUTPUT
3.1 Accuracy. The voltage corresponding to a given VQQ control
setting shall be within +_ 1% of the voltage given in Table 2 for
that setting. The current corresponding to a given I$C control
setting shall be within +_ 1% of the current given in Table 3
for that setting. An initial 20 minute warinup period is reouired
with the Controller at or near max-power point. A three minute
settling time shall be allowed between readings.
Calibration of the VQC and I$c control settings is reauired
every three months.
Tables 2 and 3 are provided in another section.
3.2 Vn and I.Q Short-Term Stability. VQ and IQ drift for a fixed
load line shall not exceed +1%, respectively, of their initial
settings in a 24-hour period after a 15 minute warm-un.
3.3 Static VI Cu rve Repeatabi1ity. For any given array size, after
VQQ and ISQ have been set, a VI baseline curve shall be generated
using the internal Load Simulator. The operating point given by
a particular load shall be repeatable within^+1^ of the current
and +1% of the voltage established by the baseline curve and that
load~"line, provided the percent error attributable to settinc
accuracy is excluded, A three minute settling time shall be
allowed between readings, The baseline curve shall be rerun every
three months.
3.4 Ripple. The steady state ripple shall be less than 0.05% of
or 50 mv, whichever is less, measured peak to peak.
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3.5 Curve Shape. The FRSAS shall exhibit a V-I characteristic
which obeys the following relationship.
A/"Vt IN VL
r-m e /' "^
where IR, In, V^ and Rp are fixed constants to
by a final design (see Figure 3).
3.6 Readouts
be determined
3.6.1 The unit should have a front panel readout of VQC and I
These should also no to a connector for routing to an external
process controller.
3.6.2 Trouble lights should be considered for over temnerature,
error in data or malfunction in any cooling device. These should
go to a connector for routing to an external nrocess controller.
3.7 Load
3.7.1 Output shall be floating,
3.7.2 Either terminal + or - may be tied to ground.
4.0 PROTECTION
4.1 The main ac circuits should have circuit breakers (see Para-
graph 2.2).
4.2 All blowers should have warning indicators when not in opera-
tion (see Paragraph 3.6.2).
4.3 Consideration should be given for protecting FRSAS from capa-
citive and inductive transients reflected back at the simulator
from power systems that it will be connected to.
4.4 Thermal limits that are exceeded on the power transistors
should give an electronic cutoff isgnal for protection of rower
stages,
5,0
S.I The FRSAS shall have a built-in load which can sweep the entire
y^I characteristic at any intermediate time for purposes of check-
ing. Design of this load should include the full specification
range up to 5 kw. It shall be controlled manually and the output
shall be available to external recordina devices.
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5.2 The FRSAS shall be mounted in individual cabinets which will
contain all the modules, logic circuits, controls, and blowers
necessary for its operation. The cabinets should be made by
Vent-Rak, Model VR 9051AB. Cooling requirements will change
the model number, therefore consult technical monitor for
approval. All logic drawers and modules should be mounted with
heavy duty Chassis-Trak Slides. Consult technical monitor for
approval. Nameplates to identify cabinets will be sunplied by
the Government.
5.3 All logic within the programmer and main controller should
utilize SDS series "T" logic cards.
5.4 The basic power unit shall be modular in design and be mounted
behind and on a standard 3/16 inch rack panel complete with all
heat sinking and blowers as required and connectors for inter-
connection to additional units, loads, and programmers (see
Paragraphs 2.2 and 5.7).
5.5 Consideration should be given to wire size in external connec-
tion to a system under test. Remotely controlled at connector
only.
5.6 The code to be used by the internal controller and the associ-
ated logic to the programmable resistors shall be approved by
the technical monitor.
5.7 Provisions shall be made in the electrical and mechanical de-
sign for the addition of identical power modules in either paral-
lel or series mode to enable the unit to obtain a 5 kw capability.
5.8 Consideration in the design should be given to ways of simu-
lating split array, and simulating arrays with a bump in the
V-I characteristic near the VQ-.
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II THEORY OF OPERATION
A. Basic Concept
The basic solar array simulator block diagram is shown in Figure 1.
The controller utilizes a single solar cell operated as a forward biased
diode as a reference to derive not only the DC curve shape but also the
dynamic impedance of the illuminated solar cell. The Controller controls
the Power Stage which amplifies the single cell characteristic to that
of a full array. The output of the Power Stage is fed back to the Cont-
roller to force the reference diode to operate at the desired DC operating
point.
The circuit of Figure 2, which is a simplified solar cell equivalent
circuit, can be used to obtain the DC VI characteristic of an illuminated
cell. In this case the .constant current source, IR, is a power supply
and the diode is non-illuminated solar cell. Studies under Phase I of
this contract have demonstrated that a solar cell operated as a forward
biased diode exhibits the same dynamic impedance characteristics as an
illuminated cell. Therefore, and ideal solar array simulator would be one
that simply scaled the DC characteristic and this dynamic impedance up by
tfie ratio of the number of series cells to the number of parallel cells
in the array being simulated. Further, the effect of temperature on V
OC
can be simulated by adjusting the effective number of series cells, and
the effect of illumination variations and radiation degradation on I can
be simulated by adjusting the effective number of parallel cells. This,
then, is the basic concept with both V and I being continuously adj-
\J W o v*
ustable.
In order to implement the above concept one must ideally build an amp-
lifier system whose output impedance remains flat to at least a decade
above the corner frequency of the reference cell. It can be shown that
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SIMPLIFIED EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF A SOLAR CELL
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for this system
'A
P "
where
Z = the simulator output impedance.
Z . = the reference diode impedance.
n = the effective number of series cells which is a
function of the actual number of series cells as
modified by temperature,
n = the effective number of parallel cells which is a
function of the actual number of parallel cells as
modified by illumination, cell parameters, and
degradation,
Z. = the equivalent impedance of the amplifier.
From this it is seen that Z. should be made large in comparison to ns/np
Zj in order for the desired Z to be obtained.
A set of typical curves of diode impedance versus frequency as a
function of diode current is shown in Figure 3, These curves may also
be interpreted in terms of cell current and cell impedance by noting the
following relationships as derived from Figure 2:
But since
IR = Isc = 140 ma
Also
-13-
•.[.-; j 'I I.' • : •;>.;:>.-; ; _ - j ; j f'
.i-.L'-i
Therefore
N-W
Note that impedance varies as a function of frequency as well as DC
operating point.
An equivalent circuit of the amplifier necessary to convert this
single reference diode's voltage and current into a full array output
Is shown in Figure 4. (For comparison with the block diagram of Figure 1
this amplifier and the reference are divided between the Controller and
the Power Stage; the reference, the comparator and voltage divider, and
part of the n amolifier being in the Controller and the main power
portion of the n amplifier being the Power Stage.) The simulator
output voltage V is divided by n and fed back to the comparator to
force the diode to operate at a current ID which will give a cell current,
TC, which when amplified by n will result in the desired output current,
IQ. The amplifier impedance, Z., as previously defined is a combination
of the voltage divider impedance, the reflected current reference output
impedance, the comparator impedances, the power stage impedance, and a
stabilizing capacitance on the simulator output. This latter capacitance
is required in order to stabilize the system for all possible combinations
of gains and loads.
Based on the above discussion of Z. and considering the impedance data
of Figure 3, it can be shown that for all possible gains (i.e. ns/np)
and all possible operating points from I to V (which determines Zn) ,sc oc u
the desired inequality
ZD
cannot be satisfied. This is particularly true near I (i.e. In = 0)5 C U
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where ZD is large and when n is large. This is reflected in less
than ideal performance near I where impedance is dominated by Z..
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II. THEORY OF OPERATION (cont'd)
B. Detailed Description
1. Primary Power - The 103 drawer (reference drawing X312626)
is the Primary Power control which provides the means to con-
trol the AC and DC voltages to the console. AC power is
applied through a 40 amp, 3 phase main circuit breaker. When
this circuit breaker is "ON", power is applied to 2 plug-mold
strips and to Power Supply No. 3. A red neon indicates 3 phase
power "ON". Power Supply No. 3 is the DC control source for the
associated drawers, including relays, controls, lights and
electronics. Its voltage is set at 26 ± .5 VDC and the current
limit is set to maximum. A "START-STOP" push-button station,
either local or remote, controls the 2 main DC power supplies,
No. 1 and No. 2. A white "DC ON" light indicates when the main DC
power is energized. A "LOCAL-REMOTE" toggle switch puts the
"START-STOP" circuitry at the console or at a remote "START-STOP"
station by virtue of added remote switching. This "LOCAL-REMOTE"
switch is directly between the 2 LOCAL-REMOTE indicator lights
and has a center "OFF" position. This "OFF" position is a
safety feature, preventing the 2 main DC power supplies from
being accidently turned ON. In the remote position, the main
DC power can be turned "ON" and turned "OFF" at the console or
at the remote station.
A circuit to put the 2 main DC power supplies in series or in
dual is controlled by a push-button located between the 2 white
indicators - "Series" - "Dual". The 2 main DC supplies can only
be put in "Dual" when they are in the de-energized state.
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II. THEORY OF OPERATION (cont'd)
B. Detailed Description
1. Primary Power (cont'd)
Once they are put in "Dual" operation, they can only be put back
into "Series" operation by shutting down the console, i.e., turning
off the 3 phase AC power by virtue of the main circuit breakers.
When the main DC supplies (No. 1 and Ho. 2) are in series, they
are connected in Master-Slave operation; No. 1 is the master, see
reference Trygon instruction manual. When the main DC supplies
are in dual operation, each supply is independent and separately
controlled. However, only No. 1 provides dc power to the simulator
in this mode.
A control switch is included to inhibit the audio signal emanating
from Panel 110 (reference drawing X312630). This signal can be
controlled locally or remotely.
There are two "safety-hooded" switches, one each for Power Supply No. 1
and No. 2. These toggle switches are to set the current limit of
their respective power supply. Putting them in the "up" position
energizes a heavy duty HG relay, short-circuiting the output of
each supply.
Two rotary selector switches, one for current and one for voltage,
are connected to the DPM's (Digital Panel Meters in drawer 109).
The DPM's indicate their respective current or voltage, multiplied
by a factor engraved on the 103 panel. Adjacent to each rotary
selector are test points. These are paralleled with the respective
DPM and can be used when greater measurement accuracy is desired
by using an external 5 place DVM (Digital Voltmeter).
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II. THEORY OF OPERATION (cont'd)
B. Detailed Description
2. Controller - The 113 Controller Drawer (reference drawing X312632)
contains the amplifier circuitry reference solar cell, with its
constant temperature oven, VQQ, ID and Spin control P. C. cards
and the +6, -6 and Constant Current power supplies. The electronics
of this drawer are controlled by the programmer and its digiswitch
settings. The TO-5 relays (transistor driven DPDT relays) on the
P.C. cards are also controlled by the programmer drawer (reference
drawing X312627), which in turn controls the amplifier circuit and
solar-cell voltage and current. The solar cell operating tempera-
ture is kept at 45° C. The power to operate the solar-cell oven
is from the No. 3 Power Supply. The Constant Current supply is
energized when the main circuit breaker is "ON". The (+)6 and
(-)6 power supplies are wired directly to the 201 drawer
(reference drawing X312633) and, therefore, will only be energized
when the 2 main DC supplies are energized.
This is a preventive measure, protecting the controller and power
stage relays from being switched in or out of the circuit by
accident.
In the Controller there is also a relay K30 that is activated by
a signal from the Primary Power. The purpose of this relay is
to reduce the base resistance R12 of Q9 so that when the FRSAS is
in "SERIES" operation, the maximum current each power stage can
draw is approximately 210 ma. This allows an adequate secondary
breakdown margin for the power transistor Q4 in the Power Stage
drawers.
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II. THEORY OF OPERATION (cont'd)
B. Detailed Description (cont'd)
3. Power Stages - The Power Stages Drawers 112 and 114 (reference
drawing X312631) are identical in operation and design. The
drawers are also referred to as Power Stage A or Power Stage B.
Each drawer has 24 identical power stages that can provide 15 watts
of power apiece. These 24 individual stages are equally divided
between two large fan-cooled Wakefield heatsinks. The drawers
have a power stage rotary selector so any number of stages may
be enabled. Each stage has a short circuit current capability of
210 milliamps in the "SERIES" mode and 420 mi Hi amps in the "DUAL"
mode. At no time can a power stage be enabled or disabled when
the "Power-ON" indicator is illuminated. This is a protective
feature which is accomplished by a safety hold-in circuit. De-
energizing the main DC power supplies No. 1 and No. 2 (reference
drawing X312626) of the 103 Primary Power Control drawer removes
the power and in a few seconds, the stages can be enabled or
disabled. The power stage selector has 24 positions for 24 power
stages. The selected number of stages will be indicated by the
illuminated lights on the front panel once the "Enable" push-button
is depressed. If too many power stages are energized, depress
the "Disable" push-button and all stages will drop out: NOTE:
Whenever power stages are reduced, all will drop out and it is
necessary to reselect. To add more stages to the ones previously
selected, turn the selector to the amount and depress the "Enable"
button, but only after the 2 main DC power supplies are de-energized
and the "Enable" "Disable" lights are on.
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II. THEORY OF OPERATION (cont'd)
B. Detailed Description (cont'd)
3. Power Stages (cont'd)
All power stages have remote indicators available at the 202 remote
panel (reference drawing X312634).
At the rear of the drawer are two switches. One of the switches,
S5, controls number one power stage. A power stage has to be
energized at all times. It can be in power stage A or power stage B.
This is necessary to complete the feed-back loop to the controller.
Note CAUTION notice on drawing.
The second switch, S4, is to switch the compensation capacitance
bank from H'ihte7-'rial" to "Internal-External". When in the "Internal"
position, each capacitor is connected to the common bus, and when
in the "Internal-External" position, each capacitor is connected
to either internal or external load, depending upon what is required.
Each string of 12 power stages is mounted on a heat-sink and forced
air-cooled. A thermostat, set at 65° C, is down-stream from the
blower and will shut down the console if the temperature exceeds
the (+) 65° C temperature (reference drawing X213630).
4. Programmer - The 107 drawer (reference drawing X312627) contains
the programmer electronics, with space P.C. card connectors and
card-cage for future add-on. The associated relays and resistors
for programming are mounted in the Controller Drawer (113). The
front panel has three sets of digiswitches, one group for VQC
(open circuit voltage), ISp(short circuit current) and I<-pjN(Spin Rate).
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II. THEORY OF OPERATION (cont'd)
B. Detailed Description (cont.)
4. Programmer (cont.)
Associated with each digiswitch are binary indicator lights,
i.e., 8, 4, 2 and 1. The digiswitch command setting is con-
trolled either manually or automatically by virtue of a front
panel switch. When this switch is in the manual position,
the digiswitch setting is executed by depressing a momentary-
make push-button switch on the front panel. Depressing this
manual execute push-button creates a pulse, commanding the
multiplexer and latch-register to activate relay controlled
resistive dividers. As each digiswitch setting is executed,
the front panel indicator lights illuminate the respective
digiswitch settings. The digiswitch setting is such that an
increase in numerical value is an increase in V I or ISDI-P
Contained in the drawer is the (+) 4, (+) 8 DC power supply.
The control switch and protective fuses are mounted on the
power supply and the cover has to be removed for access to
the supply. The power "ON" switch can be left in the "ON"
position, with no problems encountered.
The binary lights are "push-to-test" and have removable T-l
3/4 type 28 volt bulbs. A BNC floating type connector is
mounted on the rear of the chassis and connected to the 202
remote panel to another BNC floating connector.
Setting the "Manual-Automatic" panel switch to "Automatic"
connects the BNC on the 202 panel for manual or automatic
executing.
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II. THEORY OF OPERATION (cont.)
B. Detailed Description (cont.)
5. Load Simulator - The 104 drawer (reference drawing X312628)
is the built-in load which the FRSAS has for sweeping the
entire I-V characteristic. The maximum dissipation that this
load can withstand is 1500 watts.
This load consists of wire-wound non-inductive resistors with
means to select any parallel possible with 14 resistors.
The highest resistance combination prior to an open is 1000
ohms, whereas the lowest prior to a short is 0.015 ohms. This
is accomplished by 14 "push-on, push-off" switches, front panel
mounted, lettered Rl, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9, RIO, Rll,
R12, R13, R14. The range of resistive values were selected
so that all IV curves obtainable with the solar array simulator
can be well defined. When each switch (SI through S14) is acti-
vated to the "ON" position, its own internal lamp is energized
to illuminate the push-button.
The load current is carried by heavy duty mercury relays rated
at 20 amps, at 120 volts DC. The load current is measured by a
40 amp, 400 millivolt-drop shunt. The current and voltage can
be displayed on the DPM's through the Primary Power drawer 103
and remote means are available through the 202 drawer, (load
console status).
The "LOCAL-REMOTE" switch S17 is the master selector for all the
switches and controls on the panel. When this switch S17 is in
"LOCAL" position, all loads can be energized at the console, with
-24-
II. THEORY OF OPERATION (cont.)
B. Detailed Description (cont.)
5. Load Simulator (cont.)
panel and/or remote indicators. With S16 placed in the "REMOTE"
position, all internal loads can be energized from a remote
station and switched from internal to external load.
The "SHORT-CIRCUIT" switch S15, located on the panel, activates
a relay to short the output of the power stages, which in turn
gives short circuit current I3
 sc
I can only be executed when the Solar Array Simulator output
is switched to the internal load. This can be done either at
the console or from a remote station by virtue of the "LOCAL-
REMOTE" switch. A white illuminated light indicates when Isc
has been executed. I current is monitored by means of the current
selector (Load Amp) on the 103 panel and displayed on the DPM
(amps), using the same 40 amp shunt that is also used for the
load current.
When the "LOCAL-REMOTE" switch is switched to "REMOTE", all load
relays become de-energized and can only be energized by remote
control.
A BNC connector on the front panel is connected to a current-
transformer. This is the means to measure impedance of the system
when the ancilliary equipment is inserted in the system by virtue
of the connectors 008 and J09 at rear of the chassis. A copper
bus bar jumper connects JOS to J09, and has to be removed for
impedance tests connecting a high current, low impedance secondary
of an isolation transformer (DC to Audio) at this point allows the
means for inserting an AC signal between the FRSAS and the internal
Load Simulator. _25-
II. THEORY OF OPERATION (cont.)
B. Detailed Description (cont.)
6. Protective Circuitry - The protective circuitry is comprised of
a group of series-connected micro-switches and thermostats. Two
of the switches are activated by the rear left and right doors.
The remaining two switches are controlled by the air-flow from
the left and right blowers at the bottom of the console. The
remaining five elements are thermostats located in the Power
Stage drawers and in the controller drawer. Each of the four
in the Power Stage drawer is mounted on a Wakefield heat-sink
assembly, at the end farthest from the fan. The one in the
controller is located in the reference cell temperature oven.
The warning-panel (reference drawing X312630) is where all the
switches and thermostats meet and shows the interconnection of
additional circuitry including an audio signal device and 9
warning lights. The audio signal will sound and an indicating
light will illuminate, indicating the trouble-area, whenever the
console is shut down. The warning lights are in a series "hold-
in" circuit that is in the "start-loop" circuits of the Primary
Power. The series hold-in warning circuit can be disabled
(reference drawing X312626) by depressing the "Override" red
push-button on the Primary Power panel. The push-button switch
should illuminate when the safety circuit is disabled. The audio
signal can be disabled by placing the audio switch on the Primary
Power panel into Audio-OFF (reference drawing X312626).
The drawings have self-explanatory notes so that the flow of
interconnections (reference drawing X321634) makes troubleshooting
an easy task.
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II. THEORY OF OPERATION (cont.)
B. Detailed Description (cont.)
7. Displays - The Digital Panel Meters and Timer drav/er
(reference drawing X312629) contains two voltmeters. Model
343-3 has a 19.99V range while model 340A-1 has a range of
199.9 mv. The input leads ( +input, -input) of the meters
are connected to two double-pole multi-position rotary switches
in the Primary Power. The six-position and the twelve-position
switches select inputs for the 340A-1 and the 343-3, respec-
tively. To take advantage of meter range, resistive dividers
are used in approximately half of the switch positions. The
340A-1 is a voltmeter but will be reading across current shunts
except when in the "OFF" position. The engraved metal strip at
the bottom of the meter was changed from one reading "VOLTS DC"
to one reading "AMPS".
The elapsed time meter registers the amount of time the FRSAS
has been used as a source of DC power and not the time it is
on standby.
8. Power Supplies No. 1 and No. 2 - The two supplies are identical
60V-30A Trygon type Super Mercury Series featuring extremely
low RMS ripple and peak-to-peak noise, automatic adjustable
current limiting and constant voltage/constant current, automatic
load share paralleling, and master slave tracking modes of
operation. The supplies are connected in series master-slave
configuration when the FRSAS output voltage V desired isoc
greater than 50 volts. When the main circuit breaker at the
Primary Power controlling AC power is turned "ON" the supplies
are automatically placed in the "SERIES" mode. The supplies are
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II. THEORY OF OPERATION (cont.)
B. Detailed Description (cont.) -
8. Power Supplies No. 1 and No. 2 (cont.) .
not connected to the controller-power stage combination until
the "START" button is depressed. In the "SERIES" mode, Mo. 2
is connected as the slave and therefore, its voltage will vary
as the voltage on No. 1 is adjusted. Normally, the voltages
are adjusted to 60V and 50V for No. 1 and No. 2, resoectively.
In the "DUAL" mode of operation, the two are placed independent
of each other. This configuration is used when the simulated
array I-V requirement calls for a V equal to or less than 50
volts and an I equal to or less than 20 amps. The DC power
o \*
source for the power stages will be power supply No. 1. Power
supply No. 2 will be unloaded except for the 910 ohm resistor
connected to its front panel output terminals.
REMEMBER: Use "DUAL" mode of operation when requirements call
for a V ranqe of 10 to 50 volts and an I ranqe of 0.1 to
OC " SC
20 amps.
REMEMBER: Use "SERIES" mode of operation when requirements call
for a V range of above 50 to 100 volts and an I range of 0.1
OC ^ v»
to 10 amps.
When in either of the above modes of operation, the user does
not have to concern himself with adjusting the DC power source
voltage 10 volts above the desired V .
OC
In order to be able to meet the Module Power Limit for the voltage-
current locus of operation given in Figure 1, Section I, it is
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II. THEORY OF OPERATION, (cont.)
B. Detailed Description jcont.)
8. Power Supplies No. 1 and No. 2 (cont.)
necessary to go in the "SERIES-ADJUST" mode. The operator
shuts down Console AC power (circuit breaker) and removes
relay K3Q, located inside the controller back panel. The I
o \f
digiswitches are then set according to Section III-B-2-c. The
V digiswitches are set per Section III-B-2-b. The voltage
control knob on power supply No. 1 is turned fully CCH. Set
the voltage DPM to read PS 1. Place the console on standby,
then depress the "START" button. Adjust power supply No. 1 to
'10 volts higher than one-half the V desired.
9. 201 Chassis - The 201 chassis (reference drawing X312633)
contains the 208/120, 3 phase AC power distribution. AC input
is by means of a 60 amp, 5 wire power receptacle, applicable
only to a 3 phase Wye-connected system. The AC secondary
power is distributed to each plug-mold strip, No. 3 power
supply, (+4+8) power supply, console blowers, power stage
cooling fans, Function Generator and Digital Panel meters by
virtue of the Primary-Power circuit-breaker in drawer 103
(reference drawing XI2626). Mounted in the 201 drawer is
a 3 phase magnetic power contractor controlled by a local or
remote "START-STOP" station, and held in by a series safety
circuit or an override safety switch. When this power con-
tactor is energized, AC power is applied to power supplies
No. 1, No. 2, +6, -6 and the elapsed time-meter. Three
fuses, with failure indicator lamps, are mounted on the 201
panel. The 15 amp fuses are for the left and right plug-mold
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II. THEORY OF OPERATION (cont.)
B.. Detailed Description (cont)
9. 201 Chassis (cont.)
strips, while the 1 amp fuse is for the running time meter.
The console can be mechanically grounded through the fifth
wire in the AC power input cable with a little rework. This
assembly is a 3 phase Wye-connected system.
10. 202 Panel - The 202 Panel (reference drawing X312634)
(cable drawings) contains the receptacles for remote con-
trolling and/or monitoring of the following drawers:
Programmer, Power Stage A, Power Stage B, Primary Power,
Load Simulator, and Controller. Mounted also on this
panel is a connector for interfacing the FRSAS output with
an external load. A chassis box, attached to the inside of
the panel, contains isolating diodes to protect the FRSAS
output circuitry from being electrically damaged by secondary
power sources connected with external loads.
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III. INSTALLATION AND OPERATION
A. Console Preparation for Use
1. General
a. Connect the 3 phase power cord to the rear of the console
and to a 3 phase 208/120, 50 ampere 60 cycle service outlet.
b. Turn ON the service outlet at its source or power distri-
bution panel.
c. Check that the AC power cords and connectors are secured,
(close rear doors)
d. Turn ON Power Supplies No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, (+)6, (-)6,
Constant Current and the +8, +4.
NOTE: The (+)8, (+)4 supply is located in the programmer
drawer and can be left in the "ON" position.
e. Set the current limit controls on the (+)6 and (-)6 supplies
to approximately the middle of full-clockwise.
NOTE: The constant current power supply is controlled by
the programmer and no setting of the front control is
required.
2. Primary Power Drawer
a. SEt the Voltage Selector to P.S. #3.
b. Set the "Local-Remote" switch to "Local" (up).
c. Set the "AUDIO ON" - "AUDIO OFF" switch to "AUDIO OFF" - down.
3. Load Simulator Drawer
a. Set the I$c- "NORMAL" switch to "NORMAL".
b. Set the "REMOTE-LOCAL" switch to "LOCAL".
c. Set the "Internal-External" switch to "Internal".
d. Place all push button switches Rl through R14 in the "OFF"
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III. INSTALLATION AND OPERATION (cont.)
A. Console Preparation for Use (cont.)
3. d. (cont.)
position. At this point, this is done by sound. A loud snap
means the switch is "OFF", a soft snap - "ON".
4. Power Stage Drawers A and B
a. Set the Rotary selector to position 1.
NOTE: On the rear of the chassis (drawer) are two toggle
switches, S4 and S5. S5 is a circuit in parallel with
position 1 of the front panel rotary selector. The S5
switches are in essence a safety circuit in case an operator
forgets to energize one of the power stages in A or B.
Either S5 in power stage A or B will energize a power stage
when the console is energized to operate.
Only one should be left in the "ON" position, (up) or both
can be left OFF, relying upon the operator to enable (energize)
a power stage.
S4 should be left in the "UP" position, except when output
impedance measurements are to be made.
5. Primary Power Drawer
a. Set the main circuit breaker to "ON" (up). Red neon light
should be illuminated.
6. Power Supply No. 3
a. Set current controls approximately full ON-clockwise.
b. Set output voltage of P.S. #3 to 26 + 0.5 VDC.
Observe voltage on DPM voltmeter. Reading should be 2.6V X 10 or
26 VDC + 0.5V.
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III. INSTALLATION AND OPERATION (cont.)
A. Console Preparation for Use (cont.)
7. Programmer Drawer
a. Set the "AUTOMATIC-MANUAL" toggle switch to "MANUAL".
b. Set the VQC and I diglswitches to 000 and 00, respectively.
c. Set the I digiswitches at full illumination, 999.
5C
d. With the current selector on the Primary Power drawer, set
at CELL, measure the cell current. It should read approxi-
mately 152 ma.
NOTE: The V and I settings are to be dialed-in after
console DC power is turned on.
8. Function Generator
a. Set the AC power control knob to "OFF".
9. Power Supplies - No. 1. No. 2, +6, -6.
a. Turn the DC power on by depressing the "START" button.
b. Measure the supply voltages using the digital meter marked
"VOLTS DC" and the voltage selector on the Primary Power. The
supplies are adjusted to approximately +60V for No.l, +50V for
No.2, +6V for +6, and -6V for -6. The programmer power supply
voltages +4 and +8 are not adjustable.
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Ill- INSTALLATION AND OPERATION (cont.)
B. Operation
1. Function of Controls
The various controls throughout the console will be discussed.
Better understanding of the descriptions can be had by referring to
the section containing pictures of the front panels. Beginning in
the left bay, the first drawer having controls is the Load
Simulator (Chassis 104). There are 17 controls on the front panel,
14 of which switch the parallel resistors Rl through R14 in and out.
Depressing push-button Rl activates relay Kl (reference drawing
X312628) which inserts resistor Rl across the output of the FRSAS.
The push-button control is a combination switch and indicator which
lights when the resistance is in the-circuit. This push-button
control can be duplicated remotely.
The remaining three controls of the Load Simulator are toggle
switches. The Isc/NORMAL switch S15 activates relay K15, when the
FRSAS is on internal load, shorting the output. The INTERNAL/
EXTERNAL switch S16 processes the output current and voltage either
to the internal resistive load or an external system load. Physical
control of the Load Simulator is determined by switch SI7. If it
is in the "REMOTE" position, then all other controls can only be
activated remotely.
The Programmer has 10 controls on the front panel. Eight of these
are thumbwheel switches which provide logic inputs to the multi-
plexers. There are 3, 2, and 3, respectively, for VQC, Isp1n, and
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Ill INSTALLATION AND OPERATION (cont.)
B. Operation (cont.)
1. Function of Controls (cont.)
Icr control. The AUTOMATIC/MANUAL must be in the "MANUAL" position.SC '
In the "AUTOMATIC" position, the programmer will not function be-
cause it is not wired for external inputs. The "MANUAL EXECUTE"
push-button releases the logic states that have been loaded into
the latch registers.
The Primary Power (Chassis 103) has 11 controls on its front panel.
The 3 pole circuit breaker applies AC power to the console's 2
internal mold strips and to power supply No. 3. There are 4 push-
buttons, two of which control DC power from the following power
supplies - No. 1, No. 2, +6, -6. There is an "OVERRIDE" push-button
that allows bypassing the protection circuitry. The circular push-
button provides a means for disengaging the dc power supplies No. 1
and No. 2 from master-slave series operation. The two rotary
switches are for selecting the currents and voltages to be displayed
on the Digital Panel Meters and be provided at the test points next
to the switches. The safety-hooded toggle switches allow for shorting
power supplies No. 1 or No. 2 for the purpose of setting their current
limit. The two remaining controls are toggle switches. The
"LOCAL/REMOTE" switch allows start-stop control at the console or
at a remote station. The "AUDIO-ON/AUDIO-OFF" switch removes power
from the audio warning device on the Warning Panel (Chassis 110).
The controls on the two dc power supplies No. 3 and No. 2, right
below the Primary Power, are self-explanatory.
In the right bay, the first functional drawer having controls is Power
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Stage A (Chassis 114). There are three controls on the front panel
and two on the back panel. The rotary switch selects the number of
power stage relays that will be energized when the "ENABLE" push-
button is depressed. The "DISABLE" push-button de-energizes all
the relays with the exception of perhaps one. These push-buttons
are the momentary-make and momentary-break type, respectively.
Two toggle switches are on the back panel. S4 places the return side
of the compensation capacitance bank either at the common bus in
the Power Stage A drawer or at the common bus, via the load
current shunt, in the Load Simulator drawer (Chassis 104).
The "INTERNAL ONLY" position selects the Power Stage A common bus.
S5, in the up-position, activates power stage relay no. 1 that
permanently connects power stage no. 1 to the controller. This
switch should be left in the up-position.
The next drawer down is Power Stage B (Chassis 112). Its controls
and their function are identical to Power Stage A.
Below Power Stage B is the controller drawer (Chassis 113). There
is one push-button switch on the front panel. This is for momentar-
ily shorting out the reference current being supplied to the con-
troller electronics. The +6, -6, and constant current dc supplies
have front panel controls. The "Power ON" switches for the three
supplies should be left in the "ON" position permanently. The
current limit adjustment for the +6 and -6 volt supplies should be
set at midpoint. The voltage controls should be adjusted to provide
+6 and -6 volts and left there. The front panel current control
of the constant current supply has been disengaged and therefore
has no effect on the supply's output current.
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The controls on dc power supplies No. 1 and No. 2 allow for
AC power turn-on, coarse and fine adjustment of both voltage and current.
Power Supply No. 3 has one less control allowing for only coarse current
limit adjustment. The AC power-on switches should be left on and the
current limit set to maximum for all three supplies. Power Supply
No. 3 should be set at 26 ± 0.5 VDC. Power Supply No. 2 should be
set at 50+0.5 VDC while Power Supply No. 1 should be set at
60 + 0.5 VDC. In the Series-Adjust Mode the voltage control of
Power Supply No. 1 will be the only one manually adjusted.
2. Selection of Initial Settings
a. To select the proper number of power stages to be used for sim-
ulating a given size array, determine N from the known maximum I desired.
N = Isc/0.14 where Isc is in amps.
Divide N by 3 to determine the number of stages when operating
in the "DUAL" mode. This number is then dialed-in with the rotary
selector switch in the front panel of the power stage drawer. When
more than 24 stages are required, Power Stage A is operated at
full capacity and the additional stages are dialed-in with Power
Stage B. The simulator will function just as well if the operator
chooses to divide the number of working stages between the two drawers.
In the "SERIES" mode of operation, it is necessary to divide N by
1.5. This number is then dialed-in as before.
In the "SERIES-ADJUST" mode, where requirements call for an Isc
between 10 to 20 amps and V „ between 50 to 100 volts, the number»oc
of stages are set at 48.
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III. INSTALLATION AND OPERATION (cont.)
B. Operation (cont.)
2. Selection of Initial Settings (cont.)
b. The desired V is set by the V digiswitches at the programmer
uc oc
front panel. The numerical setting V is determined from Table 2
for 19x24 (456) combinations of V and Icrc. Icrc is defined as theOC 5 CS 5 CS
short circuit current setting and must be determined first in order to
select V . The Table 2 for V is used for all modes of operation,ocs u cs
i.e., "SERIES", "DUAL" and "SERIES-ADJUST".
c. The desired I is set by a combination of the N obtained in
S \* p
(a) above and the I digiswitches at the Programmer front panel. The
O w
numerical setting I is determined from either Table 3A or Table 3B.s cs
For "SERIES" operation, use Table 3A while for "DUAL" operation, use
Table 3B. These tables give I current values (amps) for various
numerical I 's when the number of power stages is 48. An I of 999
s c s cs
signifies the reference cell is under full illumination. Therefore,
for any condition requiring less than 48 stages at full illumination,
it is necessary to multiply the I in the first-column, first-row
o \f
by the ratio P/48, where P is the number of power stages, to determine
the new value of I . Furthermore, to derive a new table for any
O \r
number of power stages, just multiply all I values in the tablesS C
by P/48.
The operator should use caution when setting I for "SERIES-ADJUST"5 C
operation. Press the "STOP" button and turn console "OFF". Turn
console "ON", which assures power supplies are in the "SERIES" mode.
Set I temporarily at 100 and execute. Press "START" button and
o \f o
adjust power supply No. 1 to 10V above one-half the desired V . Remove
relay K30 in the controller. For the desired I select I from
S C S CS
Table 3B, set the digiswitches, and execute.
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III. INSTALLATION AND OPERATION (cont.)
B. Operation (cont.)
2. Selection of Initial Settings (cont.)
d. The I digiswitches on the Programmer allow control of the varia-
tion of I due to spinning. There are only 5 numerical settings possi-
ble, 00, 05, 10, 15, 20. When the amplitude control knob of the
Function Generator is set properly and the I is 20, the short-circuit
current I _ will be varied + 20%. The other I settings will repre-sc — sp
sent percent variation of I also.
e. To set the Function Generator properly, turn the amplitude control
on its front panel fully CCW. The Function Generator is located
directly above the Programmer. Put the Console on standby by placing
the main circuit breaker in the "ON" position. Only AC power at the
mold strips is required for this setup, therefore, the "DC ON" light
next to the circuit breaker in the Primary Power should not be lit.
Connect a DVM to the current test points at the Primary Power and set
the selector switch to read cell current. With I = 999 the current
should read approximately 152 ma. Set I = 750 and execute. The
current should read 122 ma. Turn the Function Generator on, set I
= 20, and execute. Set the square-wave function in and adjust the
frequency to around 0.1 Hz/sec. Increase the amplitude control of the
F.G. until the current changes states from 98 ma. to 152 ma. This
represents +_ 20% variation of the reference current and will result
in +_ 20% variation of any I . The highest I that should not be
o L* o wO
exceeded when +_ 20% modulation is to be imposed is I = 750.
s cs
HINT: Place a permanent mark where the dial indicator sits to avoid
tedious setting again.
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III. INSTALLATION AND OPERATION (cont.)
B. Operation (cont.)
3. Variation of Settings with Time
a. Manual - To simulate the variation of V and/or I with
oc sc
time manual adjustment of the V and I digiswitches is re-
OC. S C
quired. Short-circuit current resolution is approximately 20 ma,
while for open-circuit voltage it is approximately 100 mv. To
illustrate, assume it is desired to simulate an array coming out
of an eclipse. Tabulate the known real array I-V characteristic,
voltage and current variations due to temperature and time.
Typically, a cold array will produce a higher V and lower I
I J L» o t*
than a hot array. These parameters are then converted via Tables
1 and 2 in Section III-B-2 to the appropriate I and V values.
5 d* o OC5
Assuming that the proper number of power stages and load have been
established, dial in. the first set of I and V and execute.
S Co OCo
Press the "START" button and begin adjusting I j. and V accord-
OCS
ing to the figures tabulated.
b. External - With proper mechanical and electrical modifications
to the Programmer drawer and logic card housing, adjustments of
the settings can be made from a remote station automatically as
well as manually.
4. Load Simulator
To be able to shunt the simulator's resistors across the FP.SAS
output, it is necessary for the "EXTERNAL/ INTERNAL" toggle switch
to be 1n the "INTERNAL" position. The resistors, then can be
inserted by depressing the R buttons if the "REMOTE/LOCAL" tognle
switch is in "LOCAL" and the I /NORMAL toggle switch is in "NORMAL".
5 C
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III. INSTALLATION AND OPERATION (cont.)
B. Operation (Cont.)
4. Load Simulator (cont.)
To control the resistors and other switches from a remote station,
set "REMOTE/LOCAL" switch to "REMOTE". It is recommended that
the R switches be initially operated in a sequence such as Rl, R2,
P3, R4, P5, R6, R7, R8, P.9, RIO, Rll, R12, R13, R14. This is to
be followed, if desired, by short-circuitinq the output via switch
"ISC/NORMAL". Any single switch from Rl to R14 can be on by it-
self, even under maximum I-V conditions, when the FRSA.S is in the
"SERIES" mode. However, in the "DUAL" and "SERIES-ADJUST" modes,
it is recommended that at least two consecutive switches be on
beyond R9.
Test points are provided to obtain direct readings of V and I .
A BNC connector is provided also to measure and observe AC load
currents of the FRSAS.
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V as a Function of V and I for 48 Pwr Stages
u L. Ul*o S CS
TABLE 2
vocs 999 950 900 850 800 750 700 650 600 550 500 450
!scs voc voc voc voc voc voc voc voc voc voc V voc
999 99.53 95.12 90.60 86.04 81.53 77.15 73.95 68.35 64.60 59.25 55.30 50.12
950 99.17 94.77 90.27 85.73 81.25 76.85 72.69 68.10 63.60 59.03 54.51 49.90
900 98.77 94.41 89.92 85.42 90.92 76.59 72.37 67.84 63.31 58.80 54.27 49.72
850 98.41 94.02 89.58 85.06 80.61 76.26 72.09 67.54 63.06 58.54 54.05 49.50
800 97.98 93.64 89.18 84.72 80.25 75.96 71.75 67.24 62.78 58.28 53.80 49.28
750 97.51 93.18 88.77 84.29 79.89 75.57 71.40 66.92 62.47 58.00 53.55 49.05
700 97.01 92.71 88.30 83.89 79.47 75.22 71.04 66.57 62.15 57.70 53.28 48.80
650 96.53 92.20 87.86 83.43 79.08 74.81 70.65 66.20 61.81 57.38 52.99 48.53
600 95.94 91.68 87.32 82.95" 78.58 74.38 70.21 65.81 61.44 57.04 52.66 48.24
550 95.33 91.08 86.79 82.41 78.11 73.88 69.76 65.39 61.04 56.68 52.33 47.93
500 94.64 90.44 86.15 81.84 77.51 73.39 69.26 64.90 60.60 56.26 51.95 47.58
450 93,87 89.70 85.46 81.15 76.91 72.76 68.68 64.37 60.10 55.80 51.52 47.19
400 92.97 88.86 84.64 80.40 76.17 72.11 68.03 63.77 59.53 55.27 51.03 46.75
350 91.92 87.85 83.71 79.47 75.35 71.28 67.27 63.07 58.87 54.66 50.47 46.24
300 90.72 86.73 82.59 78.49 74.35 70.40 66.40 62.25 58.11 53.96 49.82 45.64
250 89.29 85.33 81.32 77.22 73.21 69.26 65.37 61.27 57.20 53.12 49.05 44.93
200 87.40 83.55 79.61 75.65 71.67 67.86 64.02 60.02 56.04 52.04 48.05 44.03
150 82.83 81.10 77.30 73.42 69.63 65.89 62.20 58.32 54.46 50.58 46.70 42.80
100 80.31 76,85 73.25 69.67 66.04 62.57 59.08 55.42 51.76 48.10 44.43 40.72
Iscs = Isc setting *SC^ short-circuit current
VOCS ^ VOC Settin9 VQC~ °Pen-circul't voltage
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V as a Function of Vn_ and I for 48 Pwr Stagesoc oc s cs
TABLE 2 (CON'T)
vocs 400 350 300 250 200 150 100 50 40 30 20 10
!scs voc voc voc voc voc voc voc voc voc voc voc voc
999 46.02 41.13 36.74 31.98 27.48 22.84 18.30 13.69 12.77 11.86 10.94 10.02
950 45.39 40.96 36.44 31.85 27.33 22.76 18.22 13.63 12.72 11.81 10.90 10.00
900 45.19 40.81 36.27 31.73 27.20 22.66 18.13 13.56 12.65 11.75 10.84 9.95
850 45.01 40.63 36.14 31.58 27.08 22.56 18.05 13.50 12.60 11.70 10.80 9.90
800 44.81 40.45 35.97 31.44 26.97 22.45 17.98 13.44 12.54 11.65 10.75 9.85
750 44.60 40.25 35.80 31.29 26.83 22.35 17.88 13.38 12.48 11.60 10.70 9.80
700 44.37 40.05 35.62 31.13 26.70 22.23 17.80 13.31 12.42 11.54 10.65 9.76
650 44.13 39.83 35.43 30.96 26.55 22.11 17.70 13.24 12.35 11.47 10.59 9.70
600 43.86 39.59 35.20 30.78 26.40 21.99 17.60 13.16 12.28 11.40 12.52 9.65
550 43.58 39.34 34.99 30.58 26.23 21.85 17.48 13.08 12.20 11.34 10.46 9.60
500 43.26 39.05 34.73 30.36 26.03 21.69 17.36 12.98 12.11 11.25 10.38 9.52
450 42.91 38.73 34.45 30.11 25.83 21.51 17.22 12.88 12.02 11.16 10.29 9.44
400 42.50 38.38 34.13 29.83 25.58 21.31 17.05 12.76 11.90 11.05 10.20 9.35
350 42.03 37.96 33.75 29.51 25.30 21.07 16.87 12.62 11.77 10.94 10.09 9.25
300 41.50 37.47 33.32 29.13 24.98 20.81 16.65 12.46 11.63 10.80 9.96 9.14
250 40.86 36.89 32.81 28.68 24.60 20.49 16.40 12.27 11.45 10.64 9.81 9:00
200 40.04 36.15 32.15 28.11 24.11 20.08 16.07 12.03 11.22 10.42 9.62 8.82
150 38.93 35.15 31.26 27.34 23.44 19.53 15.64 11.70 10.92 10.14 9.36 8.58
100 37.05 33.47 29.78 26.04 22.35 18.62 14.92 11.16 10.42 9.66 9.93 8.18
Iscs 5 ISQ setting TSC = short-circuit current
V Q£S 9 VQC setting VQC = open-circuit voltage
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TABLE 3A
I as a Function of I and V for 48 Power Stages in "SERIES" Operation
*> \+ 5 C5 OCS
lses
vocs
999
to
010
999
'SC
9.93
950
<SC
9.52
900
>SC
9.13
850
XSC
8.75
800
>SC
8.34
750
'SC
7.90
700
'sc
7.46
650
he
7.01
600
'sc
6.54
550
he
6.06
500
<SC
5.55
450
'SC
5.04
400
he
4.50
350
Isc'
3.94
300:
he
3.36
250
he
2.76
200
'sc
2.14
150
>SC
1.52
100
JSC
0.85
TABLE 3B
Ir/. as a Function of !„,.,. and \/c for 48 Power Stages in "DUAL" Operation
Jscs
Ir
vocs
450
to
010
999
!SC
19.86
950
rsc
19.04
900
XSC
18.26
850
!SC
17.50
800
^C
16.68
750
!SC
15.80
700
he
14.92
650
he
14.02
600
!SC
13.08
550
^C
12.12
500
^C
11.10
450
!SC
10.08
400
JSC
9.00
350
JSC
7.88
300
JSC
6.72
250
^C
5.52
200
'sc
4.28
150
JSC
2.04
100
JSC
1.70
es-
V r v setting
OCS ~ OC
I^P= short-circuit current
V . open-circuit voltage
W w
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* In "SERIES-ADJUST" operation Table
3B can be used through 010 <. V < 999
IV. MAINTENANCE/CALIBRATION AND TROUBLESHOOTING
A. List of Drawings
X312624
X312625
X312626
X312627
X312628
X312629
X312630
X312631
X312632
X312633
X312634
Indentured Drawing List
Block Diagram
Primary Power
Programmer
Load Simulator
Digital Panel - Meters & Timer
Warning Panel
Power Stage
Controller
AC 208/120 Power Distribution
Cables
I-V Load Line Curve
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IV. MAINTENANCE/CALIBRATION AND TROUBLESHOOTING (cont.)
B. Recommended Test Equipment
0
 Oscilloscope - Tektronix, Type 545B with Pre-amplifier 1A7A
or equivalent.
0
 Digital Voltmeter - Cimron, Model 7200A with DC Pre-amplifier
or equivalent.
0
 Mi Hi ammeter - Hewlett-Packard, Model 428B or equivalent.
0
 Wave Analyzer - Hewlett-Packard, Model 302 or equivalent.
0
 Volt-Ohmmeter - Triplett, Model 601 or equivalent.
0
 Power Amplifier - Mclntosh, Model 100 or equivalent.
0
 Isolation Trabsformer - Solar Electronics Col, Type 6220-1 or equivalent
DC Power Supplies (2). 0 to 60 V, 0 to 10 Amp.
0 to 10 V, 0 to 50 Amp.
0
 Resistive Load - Non-Inductive, 40 amp range.
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IV. MAINTENANCE. CALIBRATION AND TROUBLESHOOTING (cont.)
C. Maintenance/Calibration Schedule and Procedure
1. Console - The console shall be mechanically checked every six months
for any malfunction. The blower motors in each power supply (Nos. 1,
2 and 3) shall be checked for bearing wear and oiled (check Trygon
Instruction Manuals). The console blower motors are lifetime oiled,
but should be checked for excessive bearing wear. The filter screens
shall be cleaned every three months or sooner if visual inspection
indicates clogging, or at any time the blower-vane switches shut
down the console due to air-flow restriction.
The console shall be electrically checked every six months in con-
junction with the calibration of the digital panel meters, shunts
and voltage dividers.
2. Digital Panel Meters - The digital panel meters should be calibrated
against a laboratory standard every six months. The DPM 340A is a
millivolt meter, reading 19.99 millivolts DC full scale. The DPM
343A is a volt meter, reading 19.9 volts DC full scale. Refer to
the schematics in the DATA TECH. instruction manual.
3. Voltage Dividers and Shunts - The voltage dividers shall be checked
every six months. Refer to TRW Drawing X312626 for the 10K and TOOK
potentiometers. The 10K potentiometers are to set the millivolt drops
for the AMP digital panel meter.
Shunts Rl, R25 and R29 are rated at 30 amps, 100 millivolt drop, +_ 0.1%.
To calibrate lift the wires from one end of each shunt and using an
external power supply, apply current in series with a laboratory
shunt standard and resistive load in equal increments to 30 amps.
Read each output with a lab standard digital voltmeter in millivolts
at the shunt terminals and at the current test points provided on the
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IV. MAINTENANCE, CALIBRATION AND TROUBLESHOOTING (cont.)
C. Maintenance/Calibration Schedule and Procedures (cont.)
3. Voltage Dividers and Shunts (cont.)
front panel of the primary power drawer.
The reading at the test points should be where^ V /3.33 equals the
/\
voltage for the DPM. Adjust appropriate 10K pot for shunt being
checked. V is the millivolt drop at shunt terminals. The reading
J\
at the test point is read directly in amps. The TOOK potentiometers,
reference drawing X312626, are to set the voltages for the VOLTS
digital panel meter. Power Supplies Nos. 1, 2 and 3,Power Stage A,
Power Stage B, and the load have voltage divider networks.
The outputs can be checked using the console supplies. Connect a
laboratory standard digital voltmeter to check points of each power
supply.
a. For Power Supply No. 1, connect positive lead at cathode side of
CR8 and negative at R29.
b. For No. 2, connect positive at cathode side of CR9 and negative
at R25.
c. For Power Supply No. 3, connect positive at Rl and negative at
TBl-5,6.
Adjust supply in equal increments and read output at the check points
and at the panel voltage test points using a laboratory standard
digital volt meter.
The voltage reading at the panel test points should be V /10; where V
*/ */
is the power supply at the check points. Adjust appropriate (R), 100K
pots, for voltage, V /10.
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IV. MAINTENANCE. CALIBRATION AND TROUBLESHOOTING (cont.)
C. Maintenance/Calibration Schedule and Procedures (cont.)
3. Voltage Dividers and Shunts (cont.)
The Power stage voltages (A&B) and load voltages can be checked
under actual loading using the Internal Load. Refer to
Section III discussing installation and operation.
With the console under actual operation, using the internal load
and power stages, execute several V settings, read the outputs of
each power stage and load voltage at the 103J01 test point panel,
(at rear of primary power drawer) reference X312626.
Adjust appropriate (R) 100K pots for voltages at the panel test
points. Voltages should be V /10; where V is the voltage at the
J J
103J01 test points.
The Load Current Shunt, R15, is a 40 amp, 400 millivolt drop 0.1%
(reference TRW Drawing X312628).
This shunt can be calibrated by removing the wires from one end of
the shunt and applying a current in increments as before. Read the
millivolt drop at the front panel test points (DC amps) TP3 and TP4.
4. V and I Tables - Tables 2 and 3 in Section III-B should be cali-
oc sc
brated every three months. To generate Table 2, set R. = o^> and
insert 48 power stages. Then record V as a function of Vnrc ando c
I . To generate Table 3A, put the console in "SERIES" operation,
5 C j
set Load Simulator to "I " after depressing consecutively all "R"
buttons, and record I as a function of V and I . For generating
SC OCS 5Co
Table 3B, put the console in "DUAL" operation and record I as a
o \f
function of V and
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IV. MAINTENANCE/CALIBRATION AND TROUBLESHOOTING (cont.)
D. Preventive Maintenance
Exercise the power stage relays before each daily use of the console.
To do this, put the FRSAS on standby by turning AC power "ON" (CB1)
and set selector on each power stage drawer to position 24. Exercise
the relays approximately 20 times by alternately pushing the
"ENABLE" and "DISABLE" buttons to clean their contacts.
Check the output on scope, observe that the noise level is within
tolerance. Excessive noise can be picked up in the controller when
the "DRIVE" and "SENSE" coax cables are close to the power supplies,
i.e., Nos. 1, 2 or 3.
Reduce load, if at all possible, whether internal or external, before
turning off DC power.
Remember that when using the Load Simulator in "DUAL" or "SERIES-ADJUST"
modes, at least two consecutive R switches must be on when going beyond R9.
Perform a visual check-of front panel indicators following activating of
switches.
Don't have any of the "R's" energized on the Load Simulator during standby.
Don't disconnect any cable while DC power is on.
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IV. MAINTENANCE/CALIBRATION AND TROUBLESHOOTING (cont.)
E. Troubleshooting Hints
1. Programmer - If front panel indicator lights do not agree with the
digiswitch settings, check the bulbs. These are push-to-test bulbs
and are T-l 3/4, 28 VDC bulbs. Check the Teledyne relays in the
Controller with an ohmmeter. Reference drawing X312632 has a circuit
diagram of the TO-f relays as well as the resistive elements they
control. The Console must be on standby during tests.
2. Controller - If problems are suspected in the Controller-Power State
combination, begin with the Controller. Set Power Stage A to 1 stage.
Set Load Simulator to "I ". Then pull-out the Controller drawer.
Turn the DC power on and take voltage readings at the points given
in Table 5. If these readings check with the typical values given
in the "AT I " column go on to the power stage. If the readings are
o \f
not within +_ 10% of those in the Table, it will be necessary to check
connections and components near the point of measurement. Refer to
sheet 1 of drawing X312632.
3. Power Stage A or B - As a continuation of (2) above, take readings
in the power stage being used and compare with Table 6. If the
readings taken for the controller-single power stage combination check
alright, then set the operating point at V and repeat (2) and (3).
To trace a problem down that could be in any one of the 48 power stapes,
simply put the FRSAS at I in the "DUAL" mode and insert one stage
o V.H
in at a time. The output current should increase by 420 ma +_ 5%
with every additional stage. A defective stacie may be permanently
removed by pulling out its 4PDT relay.
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IV. MAINTENANCE/CALIBRATION AND TROUBLESHOOTING, (cont.)
E. Troubleshooting Hints, (cont.)
4. Load Simulator - To verify that the various push-buttons, toggle
switches and relays are functioning, follow this procedure.
On the front of the panel connect a VOM between the NEGATIVE side
of the "LOAD VOLTS" test point and to the copper bus bar at rear
of chassis. Set VOM to (R x 10). Should read open circuit.
Depress Rl through R14 and observe that the resistance reading of
the VOM gradually decreases from 1000 ohms to approximately 0.125
ohms. (Change setting of VOM for low reading).
NOTE: Notice that the Rl through R14 push-buttons illuminate. The
resistance readings should decrease by 50 percent as each push-button
is depressed (energized).
Reset push-buttons Rl through R14 to an open-circuit resistance on
VOM.
Set the "I -NORMAL" toggle switch to "I " (up). Observe resistances c s c
reading - should be less than 0.125 ohms.
NOTE: Observe that the " I " , "Local" and "Internal" indicators are
^ \n>
illuminated.
Set the "Internal-External" toggle switch to "External" - I should
drop out and resistance should be open circuit. Observe that "External"
indicator is illuminated.
Set "Internal-External" back to Internal. The I indicator should
illuminate and the VOM reading should be less than 0.125 ohms.
Set the "Local-Remote" toggle switch to "Remote". I should drop out
o \f
and resistance should be an open circuit.
Set "Local-Remote" switch back to "Local". Set the I - Normal" switch
O V»
back to "Normal". Remove VOM.
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TABLE 4
FROM TO AT Icr AT V
— sc QC
Rl input Common +2.226 +2.226
Ql-E " +2.206 +2.206
Ql-B " +1.418 +1.419
+ 6 Bus " +6.048 +6.048
Ql-C " +0.002 +0.542
Q2-E " -0.959 +0.517
Q2-B " -1.708 -0.130
Q2-C " -3.142 -5.375
Q3-B " -2.363 -0.710
Q3-C " -6.020 -6.020
Q4-B " -3.409 -3.409
Q4-E " -4.075 -4.075
Q5A-E " +0.643 +1.186
Q5B-E " +0.643 +1.186
.Q5B-B " +0.002 +0.550
Q5B-C " -6.020 -6.020
Q7-B " -3.142 -5.375
Q7rE " -3.853 -5.970
Q8-E " -3.836 -5.961
Q7-C " -1.989 -1.871
Q6-B " -1.395 -1.362
Q6-C " , +55.31 +59.78
+60 supply " +60.00 +60.00
Q9-E " +54.63 +59.08
Q10-C " ' +54.34 +58.80
Q10-B " 0 0
Q10-E " -0.543 .0.543
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TABLE 5
FROM TO Icr OPERATION VQC OPERATION
Ql-C Common +0.522 +50.08
Ql-B " -2.755 -2.664
Ql-E " -3.305 -3.225
TSTP-1 " +6.015 +6.025
TSTP-2 " -6.031 -6.017
TSTP-3 " +54.41 +59.10
TSTP-4 " +0.527 +50.11
TSTP-5 " 0 0
TSTP-6 " 0 0
TSTP-7 " +60.02 +60.13
TSTP-8 " - +54.33 +59.04
TB3-1 " +60.15 +60.24
TB3-2 " +60.31 +60.21
TB3-3 " 0 0
TB3-4 " 0 0
TB3-5 " +0.080 +50.09
TB3-8 " +60.02 +60.13
TB3-9 " 0 0
Q2-B " +54.42 +59.10
Q2-E " +55.07 +59.75
Q2-C " +52.71 +52.96
Q3-E " +52.71 +52.96
Q3-B " +52.10 +52.32
Q3-C " +2.522 +50.72
Q4-B " +2.522 +50.72
Q4-E " +0.542 +50.16
Q4-C " +55.17 +59.87
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V. OUTPUT RIPPLE AND
TRANSIENT RESPONSE
PHOTOGRAPHS
A. Output Ripple
B. Transient Response
-55-
WRHJWBwiH^fciR VIM J^ vnPB J^I^ HRI
Output Ripple Near
Conditions
48 Stages - Dual
RL = R1-OR14
= 19.70a
= 999yy
"
VERT.
VQ = 3.19V
VOCS = 45°
= 50mv/cm HORZ. = 2ms/cm
System common floating
VERT.
48 Stages - Dual
VQ = 3.19V IQ = 19.70a
vocs = 45° 'scs - "9
= 50mv/cm HORZ. = 2ms/cm
System common grounded to
chassis
< iWWWIt flNVwlrtt iNVMRv^ . il%^Hm v* 9JHMI INniPVii CwlnM
FIGURE 1
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48 Stages - Dual
RL = R
= 19.70a
= 999yyy
VQ = 3.19
VOCS = 45°
VERT. = lOmv/cm HORZ. 2ms/cm
System common grounded to
chassis
Output Ripple
Near Max. Power Point
48 Stages Dual
RL = R8|/R9;jR10
VQ = 40.6V
VOCS = 45°
I0 = 17.8a
'SCS = "9
VERT. = 50mv/cm HORZ. = 2ms/cm
System common floating
48 Stages - Dual
RL = R8//R9//R10
VQ = 40.6
VQCS = 450
I0 = 17.8a
'SCS = 9"
VERT. = 50mv/cm HORZ. = 2ms/cm
System common grounded to
chassis
48 Stages - Dual
RL = R8JiR9jJR10
VQ = 40.6V I0 = 17. 8a
!SCS = 9"= 450
VERT. = lOmv/cm HORZ. = 2ms/cm
System common grounded to
chassis
FIGURE 2
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Ripple at
48 Stages - Dual
VQ = 50.04
vocs • 45° 'scs •
 9
"
VERT. = 50mv/cm HORZ. = 2ms/cm
System common floating
48 Stages - Dual
RL =
VQ = 50.04
VOCS = 45°
V0
TSCS = 9"
VERT. = 50mv/cm HORZ. = 2 ms/cm
System common grounded to
chassis
* >^W^F^ JrSriWR^ 9VPffii>*m ¥*vWpm JF*
48 Stages - Dual
VQ = 50.04
VOCS = 45°
V 0
!SCS = 9"
VERT. = lOmv/cm HORZ. = 2ras/cm
System common grounded to
chassis
FIGURE 3
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Ripple at
48 Stages - Series
p — Cv—*RL - ><^
V0 = 99.69V I0 =
V = 999vocs yyy Iscs = 999
VERT. = 50vm/cm HORZ. = 2ms/cm
System common floating
Jj|j|jH jj jjaifK atjmamjjmjjjm ^ ^^s
HEHflH||^ ^H^^RH|HIHH
48 Stages - Series
RL =
VQ = 99.69V
V = 999vocs yyy
'0 = °
Iscs - 999
VERT. = 50mv/cm HORZ. = 2ms/cm
System common grounded to
chassis
48 Stages - Series
RL =
VQ = 99.69V
VOCS = "9 - "
9
VERT. = lOmv/cm HORZ. = 2ms/cm
System common grounded to
chassis
FIGURE 4
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VERT
Output Ripple Near
48 Stages - Series
RL = Rl—OR13
VQ = 2.81V IQ = 9.93a
Vnr, = 999 Icr- = 999ULu ovo
= 0.1V/cm HORZ. = 2ms/cm
System common floating
nSiwaRB ilnwMlwli IHPP' VB Wl^ ^v sRJWI
B
48 Stages - Series
RL = R1-OR13
VQ = 2.81V IQ = 9.93a
Vnrc = 999 IQrc; = 999U.LfO o Uo
VERT. = 50mv/cm HORZ. = 2ms/cm
System common grounded to
chassis
wfHKRS^B^BSI iRHP flU^HHRIIK.^ «^ B
48 Stages - Series
RL = Rl—OR13
VQ = 2.81V I
= 999 I
= 9.93a
= 999yyy
VERT. = lOmv/cm HORZ. = 2ms/cm
System common grounded to
chassis
FIGURE 5
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Output Ripple
Near Max. Power Point
48 Stages - Series
RL = R1-OR8
VQ = 79.2V IQ = 8.79a
V = 999 I = 999VOCS SCS
VERT. = 0.2V/cm HORZ. = 2ms/cm
System common floating
48 Stages - Series
RL = Rl—OR8
V 0 = 7 9 . 2 V I (
VQCS = 9 9 9 I,
= 8.79a
= 999lscs
VERT. = 50mv/cm HORZ. = 2ms/cm
System common grounded to
chassis
48 Stages - Series
RL = Rl—OR8
VQ = 79.2V IQ = 8.79a
Vnrc = 999 Icrc = 999UUo ol/o
VERT. = 0.2V/cm HORZ. = 2ms/cm
System common grounded to
chassis
FIGURE 6
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ERRATA
Section V-B, page 62:
Change "approximately 4 ohms" to read
"approximately 112 ohms".
Section V-B, page 63 and 64:
Change "A RL : oo to 100 ohms" to read
"ARL : 0o to 112 ohms".
\
V. OUTPUT RIPPLE AND TRANSIENT RESPONSE (cont.)
B. Transient Response - The transient response of the FRSAS was
measured by using an external load comprised of a resistance of
approximately 4 ohms in series with contacts of a mercury-wetted
relay (Potter and Brumfield Model MJL111081). The relay coil was
driven with the Function Generator directly. Figures 7 and 8
show the typical response of the FRSAS to a switching load when
it is operating in the "SERIES" mode with three power stages.
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V. OUTPUT RIPPLE AND TRANSIENT RESPONSE (cont.)
B. Transient Response (cont.)
CONDITIONS
3 stages - Series
f = TOO hz/sec
aVQ: TOO to 64V
&I : 0 to 0.57a
A R, : <zs<2 to 100 ohms
Vert. = lOV/cm Hor.=l ms/cm
3 stages - Series
f = 10 hz/sec
&V o : TOO to 64V
&I : 0 to 0.57a
RL to 100 ohms
Vert. = lOV/cm Hor.=10 ms/sec
F I G U R E 7
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V. (3UTPUT RIPPLE AND TRANSIENT RESPONSE (cont.)
B. Transient Response (cont.)
CONDITIONS
Risetime
3 stages - Series
f = 100 hz/sec
: 100 to 64V
: 0 to 0.57a
A RL9 to TOO ohms
Vert. = lOV/cm Hor.= 20/fs/cm
j|||B|&B
Falltime
3 stages - Series
f = 100 hz/sec
&VQ: 100 to 64V
: 0 to 0.57a
, : <zx& to 100 ohms
Vert.= lOV/cm Hor.= 20#s/cm
FIGURE 8
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VI. OPTIONS
A. Provision for Expansion
1. Dual Controller/Programmer - The basic system has growth capability
to 1500 watts. Space is provided for the addition of: a separate
controller drawer; Programmer Logic cards; two Power Stage drawers;
a Load Simulator if desired; another Function Generator (tv/o units
can mount on one panel); a drawer for interfacing the add-ons to
the basic unit. With the addition of this independent system, simu-
lation of a tapped array would be possible, as well as parallel
arrays with different characteristics.
2. Additional Power Stages - The basic unit's power could be increased
to 1500 watts also by just adding two more Power Stage drawers and
the interface drawer.
The Controller circuitry can drive another 1500 watt power stage.
Minor component changes are required to go beyond a total of 3000
watts. All additional 1500 W units would have to be in separate
bays consisting of power supplies, Power Stage drav/ers, Load Simulators,
and protection circuitry.
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VI. OPTIONS (Cont.)
B. Antomatic Programming - Two P.C. card cages have been mounted inside
the Programmer drawer. At present, only one is utilized and contains
a dual voltage power supply, three multiplexer cards, and two latch
register cards. There is still room for additional cards in this cage
and with the other totally empty, the remaining space should be adequate
enough to accommodate another subprogrammer and control logic for decoding,
error-checking, and subprogrammer steering signals coming from an external
process control unit or tape reader.
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VII. PARTS LIST
ELECTRICAL, ELECTO-MECHANICAL AND MECHANICAL HARDWARE
-67-
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0
 Programmer Drawer
0
 Primary Power Drawer
0
 Digital Panel Meters and Timer Drawer
0
 Controller Drawer
0
 Power Stage Drawer
0
 Load Simulator Drawer
0
 Warning Panel
0
 AC Distribution Panel
0
 Additional Parts
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VIII. ASSEMBLY PHOTOGRAPHS
A. Overall Console
Figure 1 - - Front view
Figure 2 - - Back view
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VIII. ASSEMBLY PHOTOGRAPHS (CONT'D)
B. Individual Drawers and Panels
Figure 3 - - Warning Panel - Front view
Figure 4 - - Warning Panel - Top view
Figure 5 - - Warning Panel Rear view
Figure 6 - - Digital Panel Meters and Time Meter - Front view
Figure 7 - - Digital Panel Meters and Time Meter - Rear view
Figure 8 - - Load Simulator - Front view
Figure 9 - - Load Simulator - Top view
Figure 10 - - Load Simulator - Bottom view
Figure 11 - - Load Simulator - Rear view
Figure 12 - - Programmer - Front view
Figure 13 - - Programmer - Top view
Figure 14 - - Programmer - Rear view
Figure 15 - - Primary Power - Front view
Figure 16 - - Primary. Power - Top view
Figure 17 - - Primary Power - Rear view
Figure 18 - - Power Stage B - Front view
Figure 19 - - Power Stage B - Top view
Figure 20 - - Power Stage B - Rear view
Figure 21 - - Controller - Front view
Figure 22 - - Controller - Top view
Figure 23 - - Controller - Rear view
NOTE: Power Stage A is identical with Power Stage B.
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